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Introduction: Modern, Postmodern, 

and Contemporary 

AT ROUGHLY the same moment, but quite in ig
norance of one another's thought, the German art historian Hans Belting 
and I both published texts on the end of art. 1 Each of us had arrived at a 
vivid sense that some momentous historical shift had taken place in the 
productive conditions of the visual arts, even if, outwardly speaking, the 
institutional complexes of the art world- the galleries, the art schools, 
the periodicals, the museums, the critical establishment, the curatoriat
seemed relatively stable. Belting has since published an amazing book, 
tracing the history of devotional images in the Christian West from late 
Roman times until about A.D . 1400, to which he gave the striking subtitle 
The Image before the Era of Art. It was not that those images were not art 
in some large sense, but their being art did not figure in their production, 
since the concept of art had not as yet really emerged in general con
sciousness, and such images-icons, really-played quite different role in 
the lives of people than works of art came to play when the concept at 
last emerged and something like aesthetic considerations began to gov
ern our relationships to them. They were not even thought of as art in 
the elementary sense of having been produced by artists-human beings 
putting marks on surfaces- but were regarded as having a miraculous 
provenance, like the imprinting of Jesus's image on Veronica's veil. 2 

There would then have been a profound discontinuity between arti~tic 
practices before and after the era of art had begun, since the concept of 
the artist did not enter into the explanation of devotional images,3 but of 
course the concept of the artist became central in the Renaissance, to the 
point that Giorgio Vasari was to write a great book on the lives of the 
artists. Before then there would at best have been the lives of the dabbling 
saints. 

If this is at all thinkable, then there might be another discontinuity, no 
less profound, between the art produced during the era of art and art 
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produced after that era ended. The era of art did not begin abruptly in 
1400, nor did it end sharply either, sometime before the mid-198os when 
Belting's and my texts appeared respectively in German and in English. 
Neither of us, perhaps, had as clear an idea as we now might have, ten 
years later, of wl?-at we were trying to say, but, now that Belting has come 
forward with the idea of art before the beginning of art, we might think 
about art after the end of art, as if we were emerging from the era of art 
into something else the exact shape and structure of which remains to be 
understood. 

Neither of us intended our observations as a critical judgment regard
ing the art of our time. In the eighties, certain radical theorists had taken 
up the theme of the death of painting and had based their judgment on 
the claim that advanced painting seemed to show all the signs of internal 
exhaustion, or at least marked limits beyond which it was not possible to 
press. They were thinking of Robert Ryman's more or less all-white 
paintings, or perhaps the aggressive monotonous stripe paintings of the 
French artist Daniel Buren; and it would be difficult not to consider their 
account as in some way a critical judgment, both on those artists and on 
the practice of painting in general. But it was quite consistent with the 
end of the era of art, as Belting and I understood it, that art should be 
extremely vigorous and show no sign whatever of internal exhaustion. 
Ours was a claim ,about how one complex of practices had given way to 
another, even if the shape of the new complex was still unclear- is still 
unclear. Neither of us was talking about the death of art, though my own 
text happens to have appeared as the target article in a volume under the 
title The Death of Art. That title was not mine, for I was writing about a 
certain narrative that had, I thought, been objectively realized in the 
history of art, and it was that narrative, it seemed to me, that had come 
to an end. A story was over. It was not my view that there would be no 
more art, which "death" certainly implies, but that whatever art there 
was to be would be made without benefit of a reassuring sort of narrative 
in which it was seen as the appropriate next stage in the story. What had 
come to an end was that narrative but not the subject of the narrative. I 
hasten to clarify. 

In a certain sense, life really begins when the story comes to an end, as 
in the story every couple relishes of how they found one another and 
"lived happily ever after."4 In the German genre of the Bildungsroman

the novel of formation and self-discovery- the story is told of the stages 
through which the hero or heroine progresses on the way to self-aware
ness. The genre has almost become a matrix of the feminist novel in 
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which the heroine arrives at a consciousness of who she is and what being 
a woman means. And that awareness, though the end of the story, is 
really "the first day of the rest of her life," to use the somewhat corny 
phrase of New Age philosophy. Hegel's early masterpiece, The Phenome
nology of Spirit, has the form of a Bildungsroman, in the sense that its hero, 
Geist, goes through a sequence of stages in order to achieve knowledge 
not merely of what it itself is, but that without the history of mishaps and 
misplaced enthusiasms, its knowledge would be empty. 5 Belting's thesis 
coo was about narratives. "Contemporary art," he wrote, "manifests an 
awareness of a hist0ry of art but no longer carries it forward."6 And he 
speaks as well of "the relatively recent loss offaith in a great and compel
ling narrative, in the way things must be seen."7 It is in part the sense of 
no longer belonging to a great narrative, registering itself on our con
sciousness somewhere between uneasiness and exhilaration, that marks 
the historical sensibility of the present, and which, if Belting and I are at 
all on the right path, helps define the acute difference, of which I think 
that awareness only began to emerge in the mid-197os, between modern 
and contemporary art. It is characteristic of contemporaneity-but not of 
modernity- that it should have begun insidiously, without slogan or 
logo, without anyone being greatly aware that it had happened. The 
Armory show of 1913 used the pine-tree flag of the American Revolution 
as its logo to celebrate a repudiation of the art of the past. The Berlin dada 
movement proclaimed the death of art, but on the same poster by Raoul 
Hausmann wished long life to "The Machine Art ofTatlin." Contempo
rary art, by contrast, has no brief against the art of the past, no sense that 
the past is something from which liberation must be won, no sense even 
that it is at all different as art from modern art generally. It is part of what 
defines contemporary art that the art of the past is available for such use 
as artists care to give it. What is not available to them is the spirit in which 
the art was made. The paradigm of the contemporary is that of the col
lage as defined by Max Ernst, with one difference. Ernst said that collage 
is "the meeting of two distant realities on a plane foreign to them both."8 

The difference is that there is no longer a plane foreign tO distinct a,rtistic 
realities, nor are those realities all that distant from one another. That is 
because the basic perception of the contemporary spirit was formed on 
the principle of a museum in which all art has a rightful place, where 
there is no a priori criterion as to what that art must look like, and where 
there is no narrative into which the museum's contents must all fit. Art
ists today treat museums as filled not with dead art, but with living artistic 
options. The museum is a field available for constant rearrangement, and 
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indeed there is an art form emerging which uses the museum as a repos
itory of materials for a collage of objects arranged to suggest or support 
a thesis; we see it in Fred Wilson's installation at the Maryland Historical 
Museum and again in Joseph Kosuth's remarkable installation "The Play 
of the Unmentionable" at the Brooklyn Museum.9 But the genre is almost 
commonplace today: the artist is given free run of the museum and or
ganizes out of its resources exhibitions of objects that have no historical 
or formal connection to one another other than what the artist provides. 
In some way the museum is cause, effect, and embodiment of the atti
tudes and practices that define the post-historical moment of art, but I do 
not want to press the matter for the moment. Rather, I want to return to 
the distinction between the modern and the contemporary and discuss its 
emergence into consciousness. In fact, it was the dawning of a certain 
kind of self-consciousness that I had in mind when I began to write about 
the end of art. 

In my own field , philosophy, the historical divisions went roughly as 
follows : ancient, medieval, and modern. "Modern" philosophy was gen
erally thought to begin with Rene Descartes, and what distinguished it 
was the particular inward turn Descartes took- his famous reversion to 

the "I think" -where the question would be less how things really are 
than how someone whose mind is structured in a certain way is obliged 
to think they are. Whether things really are the way the structure of our 
mind requires us to think they are is not something we can say. But 
neither does it greatly matter, since we have no alternative way of think
ing about them. So working from the inside outward, so to speak, Des
cartes, and modern philosophy generally, drew a philosophical map of 
the universe whose matrix was the structure of human thought. What 
Descartes did was begin to bring the structures of thought to conscious
ness, where we could examine them critically and come to understand at 
one and the same time what we are and how the world is, for since the 
world is defined by thought, the world and we are literally made in one 
another's image. The ancients simply went ahead endeavoring to de
scribe the world, paying no attention to those subjective features modern 
philosophy made central. We could paraphrase Hans Belting's marvelous 
title by talking about the self before the era of the self to mark the differ
ence between ancient and modern philosophy. It is not that there were 
no selves before Descartes, but that the concept of the self did not define 
the entire activity of philosophy, as it came to do after he had revolution
ized it and until reversion to language came to replace reversion to the 
self. And while "the linguistic turn" 10 certainly replaced questions of what 
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we are with how we talk, there is an undoubted continuity between the 
two stages of philosophical thought, as is underscored by Noam Chom
sky's description of his own revolution in the philosophy of language as 
"Cartesian linguistics,"11 replacing or augmenting Descartes's theory of 
innate thought with the postulation of innate linguistic structures. 

There is an analogy to the history of art. Modernism in art marks a 
point before which painters set about representing the world the way it 
presented itself, painting people and landscapes and historical events just 
as they would present themselves to the eye. With modernism, the con
ditions of representation themselves become central, so that art in a way 
becomes its own subject. This was almost precisely the way in which 
Clement Greenberg defined the matter in his famous 1960 essay "Mod
ernist Painting." "The essence of Modernism," he wrote, "lies, as I see it, 
in the use of the characteristic methods of a discipline to criticize the 
discipline itself, not in order to subvert it but in order to entrench it more 
firmly in its area of competence."12 Interestingly, Greenberg took as his 
model of modernist thought the philosopher Immanuel Kant: "Because 
he was the first to criticize the means itself of criticism, I conceive of Kant 
as the first real Modernist." Kant did not see philosophy as adding to our 
knowledge so much as answering the question of how knowledge was 
possible. And I suppose the corresponding view of painting would have 
been not to represent the appearances of things so much as answering the 
question of how painting was possible. The question then would be: who 
was the first modernist painter- who deflected the art of painting from 
its representational agenda to a new agenda in which the means of repre
sentation became the object of representation? 

For Greenberg, Manet became the Kant of modernist painting: 
"Manet's became the first Modernist pictures by virtue of the frankness 
with which they declared the flat surfaces on which they were painted." 
And the history of modernism moved from there through the impres
sionists, "who abjured underpainting and glazes, to leave the eye under 
no doubt as to the fact that the colors they used were made of paint !hat 
came from tubes or pots," to Cezanne, who "sacrificed verisimilitude, 
or correctness, in order to fit his drawing and design more explicitly to 
the rectangular shape of the canvas." And step by step Greenberg con
structed a narrative of modernism to replace the narrative of the tra
ditional representational painting defined by Vasari. Flatness, the con
sciousness of paint and brushstroke, the rectangular shape-all of them 
what Meyer Schapiro speaks of as "nonmin1etic features" of what may 
still have been residually min1etic paintings-displaced perspective, 
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foreshortening, chiaroscuro as the progress points of a developmental 
sequence. The shift from "premodernist" to modernist art, if we follow 
Greenberg, was the shift from mimetic to nonmimetic features of paint
ing. It was not, Greenberg asserts, that painting had to become itself 
nonobjective or abstract. It was just that its representational features 
were secondary in modernism where they had been primary in premod
ernist art. Much of my book, concerned as it is with narratives of the 
history of art, must. perforce deal with Greenberg as the great narrativist 
of modernism. 

It is important that the concept of modernism, if Greenberg is right, is 
not merely the name of a stylistic period which begins in the latter third 
of the nineteenth century, the way in which Mannerism is the name of a 
stylistic period which begins in the first third of the sixteenth century: 
Mannerist follows Renaissance painting and is followed by the baroque, 
which is followed by rococo, which is followed by neoclassicism, which 
is followed by the romantic. These were deep changes in the way paint
ing represents the world, changes, one might say, in coloration and 
mood, and they develop out of and to some degree in reaction against 
their predecessors, as well as in response to all sorts of extra-artistic forces 
in history and in life. My sense is that modernism does not follow roman
ticism in this way, or not merely: it is marked by an ascent to a new level 
of consciousness, which is reflected in painting as a kind of discontinuity, 
almost as if to emphasize that mimetic representation had become less 
important than some kind of reflection on the means and methods of 
representation. Painting begins to look awkward, or forced (in my own 
chronology it is Van Gogh and Gauguin who are the first modernist 
painters). In effect, modernism sets itself at a distance from the previous 
history of art, I suppose in the way in which adults, in the words of Saint 
Paul, "put aside childish things." The point is that "modern" does not 
merely mean "the most recent." 

It means, rather, in philosophy as well as in art, a notion of strategy and 
style and agenda. If it were just a temporal notion, all the philosophy 
contemporary with Descartes or Kant and all the painting contemporary 
with Manet and Cezanne would be modernist, but in fact a fair amount 
of philosophizing went on which was, in Kant's terms, "dogmatic," hav
ing nothing to do with the issues which defined the critical program he 
advanced. Most of the philosophers contemporary with Kant but other
wise "precritical" have dropped out of sight of all save scholars of the 
history of philosophy And while there remains a place in the museum for 
painting contemporary with modernist art which is not itself modernist-
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for example, French academic painting, which acted as if Cezanne had 
never happened, or later, surrealism, which Greenberg did what he could 
to suppress or, to use the psychoanalytical language which has come 
naturally to Greenberg's critics, like Rosalind Krauss or Hal Foster, 13 "to 
repress" - there is no room for it in the great narrative of modernism 
which swept on past it, into what came to be known as "abstract expres
sionism" (a label Greenberg disliked), and then color-field abstraction, 
where, though the narrative did not necessarily end, Greenberg himself 
stopped. Surrealism, like academic painting, lay, according to Greenberg, 
"outside the pale of history," to use an expression I found in Hegel. It 
happened, but it was not, significantly, part of the progress. If you were 
snide, as critics schooled in Greenbergian invective were, it was not really 
art, and that declaration showed the degree to which the identity of art 
was internally connected with being part of the official narrative. Hal 
Foster writes: "A space for surrealism has opened up: an impense within 
the old narrative, it has become a privileged point for the contemporary 
critique of this narrative." 14 Part of what the "end of art" means is the 
enfranchisement of what had lain beyond the pale, where the very idea 
of a pale- a wall- is exclusionary, the way the Great Wall of China was, 
built to keep the Mongol hordes outside, or as the Berlin Wall was built, 
to keep the innocent socialist population protected from the toxins of 
capitalism. (The great Irish-American painter Sean Scully delights in the 
fact that "the pale," in English, refers to the Irish Pale, an enclave in 
Ireland, making the Irish outsiders in their own land.) In the modernist 
narrative, art beyond the pale either is no part of the sweep of history, or 
it is a reversion to some earlier form of art. Kant once spoke of his own 
era, the Age of Enlightenment, as "mankind's coming of age. " Greenberg 
might have thought of art in those terms as well, and seen in surrealism 
a kind of aesthetic regression, a reassertion of values from the childhood 
of art, filled with monsters and scary threats. For him, maturity meant 
purity, in a sense of the term that connects exactly to what Kant meant 
by the term in the title of his Critique of Pure Reason. This was reason 
applied to itself, and having no other subject. Pure art was correspond
ingly art applied to art. And surrealism was almost the embodiment of 
impurity, concerned as it was with dreams, the unconscious, eroticism, 
and, in Foster's vision of it, "the uncanny." But so, by Greenbergian crite
ria, is contemporary art impure, which is what I want to talk about now. 

Just as "modern" is not simply a temporal concept, meaning, say, 
"most recent," neither is "contemporary" merely a temporal term, mean
ing whatever is taking place at the present moment. And just as the shift 
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from "premodern" to modern was as insidious as the shift, in Hans Belt
ing's terms, from the image before the era of art to the image in the era 
of art, so that artists were making modern art without realizing they were 
doing anything different in kind until it began to be retrospectively clear 
that a momentous change had taken place, so, similarly, did it happen 
with the shift from modern to contemporary art. For a long time, I think, 
"contemporary art" would have been just the modern art that is being made 
now. Modern, after all, implies a difference between now and "back 
then": there ~ould be no use for the expression if things remained steady 
and largely the same. It implies an historical structure and is stronger in 
this sense than a term like "most recent." "Contemporary" in its most 
obvious sense means simply what is happening now: contemporary art 
would be the art produced by our contemporaries. It would not, clearly, 
have passed the test of time. But it would have a certain meaning for us 
which even modern art which had passed that test would not have: it 
would be "our art" in some particularly intimate way. But as the history 
of art has internally evolved, contemporary has come to mean an art 
produced within a certain structure of production never, I think, seen 
before in the entire history of art. So just as "modern" has come to denote 
a style and even a period, and not just recent art, "contemporary" has 
come to designate something more than simply the art of the present 
moment. In my view, moreover, it designates less a period than what 
happens after there are no more periods in some master narrative of art, 
and less a style of making art than a style of using styles. Of course, there 
is contemporary art in styles of a kind never before seen, but I do not 
want to press the matter at this stage of my discussion. I merely wish to 
alert the reader to my effort to draw a very strong distinction between 
"modern" and "contemporary." 15 

I don't especially think that the distinction was sharply drawn when I 
first moved to New York at the end of the forties, when "our art" was 
modern art, and the Museum of Modern Art belonged to us in that inti
mate way. To be sure, a lot of art was being made which did not as yet 
make an appearance in that museum, but it did not seem to us then, to 
the degree that the matter was thought about at all, that the latter was 
contemporary in a way that distinguished it from modern. It seemed a 
wholly natural arrangement that some of this art would sooner or later 
find its way into "The Modern," and that this arrangement would con
tinue indefinitely, modern art being here to stay, but not in any way 
forming a closed canon. It was not closed, certainly, in 1949, when Life 
magazine suggested that Jackson Pollock might just be the greatest 
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American painter alive. That it is closed today, in the minds of many, 
myself included, means that somewhere between then and now a distinc
tion emerged between the contemporary and the modern. The contem
porary was no longer modern save in the sense of "most recent," and the 
modern seemed more and more to have been a style that flourished from 
about 1880 until sometime in the 1960s. It could even be said, I suppose, 
that some modern art continued to be produced after that- art which 
remained under the stylistic imperatives of modernism-but that art 
would not really be contemporary, except again in the strictly temporal 
sense of the term. For when the stylistic profile of modern art revealed 
itself, it did so because contemporary art itself revealed a profile very 
different from modern art. This tended to put the Museum of Modern 
Art in a kind of bind no one had anticipated when it was the home of"our 
art." The bind was due to the fact that "modern" had a stylistic meaning 
and a temporal meaning. It would not have occurred to anyone that these 
would conflict, that contemporary art would stop being modern art. But 
today, as we near the end of the century, the Museum of Modern Art has 
to decide whether it is going to acquire contemporary art that is not 
modern and thus become a museum of modern art in the strictly tempo
ral sense or whether it will continue to collect only stylistically modern 
art, the production of which has thinned down to perhaps a trickle, but 
which is no longer representative of the contemporary world. 

In any case, the distinction between the modern and the contemporary 
did not become clear until well into the seventies and eighties. Contem
porary art would for a long time continue to be "the modern art pro
duced by our contemporaries." At some point this clearly stopped being 
a satisfactory way of thinking, as evidenced by the need to invent the 
term "postmodern." That term by itself showed the relative weakness of 
the term "contemporary" as conveying a style. It seemed too much a 
mere temporal term. But perhaps "postmodern" was too strong a term, 
too closely identified with a certain sector of contemporary art. In truth, 
the term "postmodern" really does seem to me to designate a certain 
style we can learn to recognize, the way we learn to recognize instances 
of the baroque or the rococo. It is a term something like "camp," which 
Susan Sontag transferred from gay idiolect into common discourse in a 
famous essay 16 One can, after reading her essay, become reasonably 
adept at picking out camp objects, in just the same way it seems to me 
that one can pick out postmodern objects, with maybe some difficulties 
at the borderlines. But that is how it is with most concepts, stylistic or 
otherwise, and with recognitional capacities in human beings and in 
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animals. There is a valuable formula in Robert Venturi's 1966 book Com
plexity and Contradiction in Architecture: "elements which are hybrid rather 
than 'pure,' compromising rather than 'clean,' 'ambiguous' rather than 
'articulated,' perverse as well as 'interesting." ' 17 One could sort works of 
art out using this formula, and almost certainly you would have one pile 
which consisted pretty homogeneously of postmodern works. It would 
have the works of Robert Rauschenberg, the paintings ofJulian Schnabel 
and David Salle, and I guess the architecture of Frank Gehry But much 
contemporary art would be left out-say the works of Jenny Holzer or 
the paintings of Robert Mangold. It has been suggested that perhaps we 
should simply speak of postmodernisms. But once we do this, we lose the 
recognitional ability, the capacity to sort out, and the sense that post
modernism marks a specific style. We could capitalize the word "contem
porary" to cover whatever the disjunction of postmodernisms was in
tended to cover, but there again we would be left with the sense that we 
have no identifiable style, that there is nothing that does not fit. But that 
in fact is the mark of the visual arts since the end of modernism, that as 
a period it is defined by the lack of a stylistic unity, or at least the kind of 
stylistic unity which can be elevated into a criterion and used as a basis for 
developing a recognitional capacity, and there is in consequence no possi
bility of a narrative direction. That is why l prefer to call it simply post
historical art. Anything ever done could be done today and be an example 
of post-historical art. For example, an appropriationist artist like Mike 
Bidlo could have a show of Piero della Francescas in which the entirety 
of Piero's corpus was appropriated. Piero is certainly not a post-historical 
artist, but Bidlo is, and a skilled enough appropriationist as well, so that 
his Pieros and Piero's paintings could look as much alike as he cared to 
make them look- as much like Piero as his Morandis look like Morandis, 
his Picassos like Picassos, his Warhols like Warhols. Yet in an important 
sense, not easily believed accessible to the eye, Bidlo's Pieros would have 
more in common with the work of Jenny Holzer, Barbara Kruger, Cindy 
Sherman, and Sherrie Levine than with Piero's proper stylistic peers. So 
the contemporary is, from one perspective, a period of information dis
order, a condition of perfect aesthetic entropy. But it is equally a period 
of quite perfect freedom . Today there is no longer any pale of history. 
Everything is permitted. But that makes the historical transition from 
modernism to post-historical art all the more urgent to try to understand. 
And that means that it is urgent to try to understand the decade of the 
1970s, a period in its own way as dark as the tenth century 
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The seventies was a decade in which it must have seemed that history 
bad lost its way. It had lost its way because nothing at all like a discernible 
direction seemed to be emerging. If we think of 1962 as marking the end 
of abstract expressionism, then you had a number of styles succeeding 
one another at a dizzying rate: color-field painting, hard-edged abstrac
tion, French neorealism, pop, op, minimalism, arte povera, and then what 
got to be called the New Sculpture, which inclu~ed Richard Serra, Linda 
Benglis, Richard Tuttle, Eva Hesse, Barry Le Va, and then conceptual art. 
Then what seemed to be ten years of nothing much. There were sporadic 
movements like Pattern and Decoration, but nobody supposed they were 
going to generate the kind of structural stylistic energy of the immense 
upheavals of the sixties. Then all at once nee-expressionism arose, in the 
early eighties, and gave people the sense that a new direction had been 
found. And then again the sense of nothing much so far at least as histor
ical directions were concerned. And then the dawning sense that the 
absence of direction was the defining trait of the new period, that neo
expressionism was less a direction than the illusion of one. Recently peo
ple have begun to feel that the last twenty-five years, a period of tremen
dous experimental productiveness in the visual arts with no single narra
tive direction on the basis of which others could be excluded, have stabi
lized as the norm. 

The sixties was a paroxysm of styles, in the course of whose conten
tion, it seems to me- and this was the basis of my speaking of the "end 
of art" in the first place-it gradually became clear, first through the 
nouveaux realistes and pop, that there was no special way works of art had 
to look in contrast to what I have designated "mere real things." To use 
my favorite example, nothing need mark the difference, outwardly, be
tween Andy Warhol's Brillo Box and the Brillo boxes in the supermarket. 
And conceptual art demonstrated that there need not even be a palpable 
visual object for something to be a work of visual art. That meant that 
you could no longer teach the meaning of art by example. It meant that 
as far as appearances were concerned, anything could be a work of art, 
and it meant that if you were going to find out what art was, you had 
to turn from sense experience to thought. You had, in brief, to turn to 
philosophy. 

In an interview in 1969, conceptual artist Joseph Kosuth claimed that 
the only role for an artist at the time "was to investigate the nature of art 
itself." 18 This sounds strikingly like the line in Hegel that gave support 
to my own views about the end of art: "Art invites us to intellectual 
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consideration, and that not for the purpose of creating art again, but for 
knowing philosophically what art is."19 Joseph Kosuth is a philosophically 
literate artist to an exceptional degree, and he was one of the few artists 
working in the sixties and seventies who had the resources to undertake 
a philosophical analysis of the general nature of art. As it happened, rela
tively few philosophers of the time were ready to do this, just because so 
few of them could have imagined the possibility of art like that being 
produced in such dizzying disjunctiveness. The philosophical question of 
the nature of art, rather, was something that arose within art when artists 
pressed against boundary after boundary, and found that the boundaries 
all gave way. All typical sixties artists had that vivid sense of boundaries, 
each drawn by some tacit philosophical definition of art, and their erasure 
has left us the situation we find ourselves in today. Such a world is not, 
by the way, the easiest kind of world to live in, which explains why the 
political reality of the present seems to consist in drawing and defining 
boundaries wherever possible. Nevertheless, it was only in the 1960s that 
a serious philosophy of art became a possibility, one which did not base 
itself on purely local facts- for example, that art was essentially painting 
and sculpture. Only when it became clear that anything could be a work 
of art could one think, philosophically, about art. Only then did the possi
bility arise of a true general philosophy of art. But what of art itself? What 
of "Art after Philosophy"-to use the title of Kosuth's essay- which, to 
make the point, may indeed itself be a work of art? What of art after the 
end of art, where, by "after the end of art," I mean "after the ascent to 
philosophical self-reflection?" Where an artwork can consist of any object 
whatsoever that is enfranchised as art, raising the question 'Why am l a 

work of art?" 
With that question the history of modernism was over. It was over 

because modernism was too local and too materialist, concerned as it was 
with shape, surface, pigment, and the like as defining painting in its 
purity. Modernist painting, as Greenberg defined it, could only ask the 
question "What is it that l have and that no other kind of art can have?" 
And sculpture asked itself the same kind of question. But what this gives 
us is no general picture of what art is, only what some of the arts, perhaps 
historically the most important arts, essentially were. What question does 
Warhol's Brillo Box ask, or one of Beuys's multiples of a square of choco
late stuck to a piece of paper? What Greenberg had done was to identify 
a certain local style of abstraction with the philosophical truth of art, 
when the philosophical truth, once found, would have to be consistent 
with art appearing every possible way. 
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What I know is that the paroxysms subsided in the seventies, as if it had 
been the internal intention of the history of art to arrive at a philosophical 
conception of itself, and that the last stages of that history were somehow 
the hardest to work through, as art sought to break through the toughest 
outer membranes, and so itself became, in the process, paroxysmal. But 
now that the integument was broken, now that at least the glimpse of 
self-consciousness had been attained, that history was finished. It had 
delivered itself of a burden it could now hand over to th_e philosophers to 
carry. And artists, liberated from the burden of history, were free to make 
art in whatever way they wished, for any purposes they wished, or for no 
purposes at all. That is the mark of contemporary art, and small wonder, 
in contrast with modernism, there is no such thing as a contemporary 
style. 

I think the ending of modernism did not happen a moment too soon. 
For the art world of the seventies was filled with artists bent on agendas 
having nothing much to do with pressing the limits of art or extending 
the history of art, but with putting art at the service of this or that per
sonal or political goal. And artists had the whole inheritance of art history 
to work with, including the history of the avant-garde, which placed at 
the disposition of the artist all those marvelous possibilities the avant
garde had worked out and which modernism did its unnost to repress. In 
my own view, the major artistic contribution of the decade was the emer
gence of the appropriated image- the taking over of images with estab
lished meaning and identity and giving them a fresh meaning and iden
tity. Since any image could be appropriated, it immediately follows that 
there could be no perceptual stylistic uniformity among appropriated 
images. One of my favorite examples is Kevin Roche's 1992 addition to 
the Jewish Museum in New York. The old Jewish Museum was just the 
Warburg mansion on Fifth Avenue, with its baronial associations and 
connotations of the Gilded Age. Kevin Roche brilliantly decided to dupli
cate the old Jewish Museum, and the eye is unable to tell a single dif
ference. But the building belongs to the postmodern age perfectly: a 
postmodern architect can design a building which looks like a Mannerist 
chateau. It was an architectural solution that had to have pleased the 
most conservative and nostalgic trustee, as well as the most avant-garde 
and contemporary one, but of course for quite different reasons. 

These artistic possibilities are but realizations and applications of the 
immense philosophical contribution of the 1960s to art's self-understand
ing: that artworks can be imagined, or in fact produced, which look ex
actly like mere real things which have no claim to the status of art at all, 
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for the latter entails that you can't define artworks in terms of some 
particular visual properties they may have. There is no a priori constraint 
on how works of art must look-they can look like anything at all. This 
alone finished the modernist agenda, but it had to wreak havoc with 
the central institution of the art world, namely the museum of fine arts. 
The first generation of great American museums took it for granted that 
its contents would be treasures of great visual beauty and that visitors 
would enter the tresorium to be in the presence of spiritual truth of 
which the visually beautiful was the metaphor. The second generation, 
of which the Museum of Modern Art is the great exemplar, assumed that 
the work of art is to be defined in formalist terms and appreciated under 
the perspective of a narrative not remarkably different from the one 
Greenberg advanced: a linear progressive history the visitor would work 
through, learning to appreciate the work of art together with learning the 
historical sequences. Nothing was to distract from the formal visual inter
est of the works themselves. Even picture frames were eliminated as 
distractions, or perhaps as concessions to an illusionistic agenda modern
ism had outgrown: paintings were no longer windows onto imagined 
scenes, but objects in their own right, even if they had been conceived as 
windows. It is, incidentally, easy to understand why surrealism has to be 
repressed in the light of such an experience: it would be too distracting, 
not to mention irrelevantly illusionistic. Works had plenty of space to 
themselves in galleries emptied of everything but those works. 

In any case, with the philosophical coming of age of art, visuality drops 
away, as little relevant to the essence of art as beauty proved to have 
been. For art to exist there does not even have to be an object to look at, 
and if there are objects in a gallery, they can look like anything at all. 
Three attacks on established museums are worth noting in this respect. 
When Kirk Varnedoe and Adam Gopnick admitted pop into the galleries 
of the Museum of Modern Art in the "High and Low" show of 1990, there 
was a critical conflagration. When Thomas Krens deaccessioned a 
Kandinsky and a Chagall to acquire part of the Panza collection, a good 
bit of it conceptual and much of which did not exist as objects, there was 
a critical conflagration. And when, in 1993, the Whitney compiled a Bien
nial consisting of works that really typified the way the art world had 
gone after the end of art, the outpouring of critical hostility-in which I 
am afraid I shared-was by an inestimable factor unprecedented in the 
history of Biennial polemics. Whatever art is, it is no longer something 
primarily to be looked at. Stared at, perhaps, but not primarily looked at. 
What, in view of this, is a post-historical museum to do, or to be? 
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It must be plain that there are three models at least, depending upon 
the kind of art we are dealing with, and depending upon whether it is 
beauty, form, or what I shall term engagement that defines our relation
ship to it. Contemporary art is too pluralistic in intention and realization 
to allow itself to be captured along a single dimension, and indeed an 
argument can be made that enough of it is incompatible with the con
straints of the museum that an entirely different breed of curator is re
quired, one who bypasses museum structures altogether in the interests 
of engaging the art directly with the lives of persons who have seen no 
reason to use the museum either as tresorium of beauty or sanctum of 
spiritual form. For a museum to engage this kind of art, it has to surren
der much of the structure and theory that define the museum in its other 
two modes. 

But the museum itself is only part of the infrastructure of art that will 
sooner or later have to deal with the end of art and with art after the end 
of art. The artist, the gallery, the practices of art history, and the discipline 
of philosophical aesthetics must all, in one or another way, give way and 
become different, and perhaps vastly different, from what they have so 
far been. I can only hope to tell part of the philosophical story in the 
chapters that follow. The institutional story must wait upon history itself. 

NOTES 

1. "The End of Art" was the target essay in a book, The Death of Art, edited by Berel 

Lang (New York: Haven Publishers, 1984). The program of the book was that various 

writers would respond to the ideas set out in the target essay. I went on to elaborate on 

the end of art in various essays. "Approaching the End of Art" was delivered as a lecture 

in February 1985, at the Whimey Museum of American Art, and was printed in my The 

State of the Art (New York: Prentice Hall Press, 1987) . "Narratives of the End of Art," was 

delivered as a Lionel Trilling Lecture at Columbia University, printed first in Grand Street 

and reprinted in my Encounters and Reflections: Art in the Historical Present (New York: 

Noonday Press, Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 1991). Hans Belting's The End of the History of 

Art, trans. Christopher S. Wood (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, r987) first ap

peared under the title Das Ende der Kunstgeschichtei' (Munich: Deutscher Kunstverlag, 

1983). Belting has since dropped the question mark in his amplification of the 1983 text in 

Das Ende der Kunstgeschichte: Eine Revision nach zehn ]ahre (Munich: Verlag C. H. Beck, 

1995). The present book, also written ten years after the original statement, is my effort 

to bring the somewhat vaguely formulated idea of the end of art up to date. It may 

be mentioned that the idea must have been in the air in the mid-eighties. Gianni Vattirno 

has a chapter, "The Death or Decline of Art," in his The End of Modernity: Nihilism and 
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Hermeneutics in Post-Modern Culture (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1988), originally published as 

La Fine della Modernita (Garzanti Editore, 1985). Vattimo sees the phenomena which Belt

ing and I address from a perspective wider by far than either of us occupies: he thinks of 

the end of art under the perpective of the death of metaphysics in general , as well as of 

certain philosophical responses to aesthetic problems raised by "a technologically ad

vanced society." "The end of art" is only a point of intersection between the line of 

thought Vattimo follows and that which Belting and I seek to draw out of the internal 

state of art itself, considered more or Jess in isolation from wider historical and cultural 

determinants. Thus Vattimo speaks of " earth-works, body art, street theater, and so on [in 

which] the status of the work becomes constitutively ambiguous: the work no longer 

seeks a success which would permit it to position itself within a determinate set of values 

(the imaginary museum of objects possessed of aesthetic quality)" (p. 53). Vattimo's essay 

is a fairly straightforward application of Frankfurt School preoccupations. Still, the "in the 

airness" of the idea, whatever the perspective, is what l am remarking. 
2. "From the point of view of their origins, it is possible to distinguish two kinds of cult 

images that were publicly venerated in Christendom. One kind, initially including only 

images of Christ and a cloth imprint of St. Stephen in North Africa, comprises 'unpainted' 

and therefore especially authentic images that were either of heavenly origin or produced 

by mechanical impression during the lifetime of the model. For these the term a cheiro

poieton ('not made by hand') came into use, in Latin non manu.factmn" (Hans Belting, 

Likeness and Presence: A History of the Image before the Era of Art, trans. Edmund Jephcon 

[Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994], 49). In effect, these images were physical 

traces, like fingerprints, and hence had the status of relics. 
3. But the second class of images gingerly admitted by the early church were those in 

fact painted, providing the painter was a saint, like Saint Luke, "for whom it was believed 

that Mary sat for a portrait during her lifetime .... The Virgin herself was made to finish 

the painting, or a miracle by the Holy Spirit occurred to grant still greater authenticity for 

the portrait" (Belting, Likeness and Presence, 49). Whatever the miraculous interventions, 

Luke naturally became the patron saint of artists, and Saint Luke portraying the Mother 

and Child a favorite self-celebratory theme. 
4. Thus the title of one of the best-selling texts of my youth, Life Begins at Forty, or the 

Jewish contribution, as recounted in a joke one hears now and again, to a debate on when 

life begins: "When the dog dies and the children leave home." 

5. To the best of my knowledge, this literary characterization of Hegel's early master

piece was first given by Josiah Royce in bis Lectures on Modern Idealism, ed. Jacob Loewen

berg (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1920). 

6. Hans Belting, The End of the History of Art?, 3. 

7. Ibid., 58. 
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